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The Geeks Will
Inherit the Earth
and Report on It
the Second It
Happens
Just ask any of the thousands of MBA students

Key moments in media history tell the story of the

graduating from business schools. Technology is

rise of the nerd. Wired made technology cultural. Peter

the career path of choice. For the fifth year in a row,

Rojas’s Engadget made digital technology reporting

Google has topped the list for places business school

fast and sexy. Back in 1991, Walt Mossberg debuted his

graduates most want to work. Dan Frommer, editor-

personal technology column in The Wall Street Journal

at-large for SAY Media’s

and became the kingmaker of consumer tech products.

own ReadWriteWeb and

At AllThingsD, Mossberg and Kara Swisher preside

the creator of SplatF,

over a conference that attracts the business elite.

tells a story about how

And Mike Arrington’s TechCrunch rose in influence

he suddenly became a

alongside Silicon Valley kings like Ron Conway and

hero in his MBA friend’s

Mark Zuckerberg, ushering in an era of entrepreneur

eyes: “Fred Wilson

as rock star.

follows you on Twitter.
Amazing. How did

one of the early pioneers and co-founders of Silicon

you do that?” Wilson

Alley Insider — tracks the journey of some of the

is one of technology’s

pioneers in the technology publishing space including

most influential venture

Josh Topolsky and Nilay Patel, founders of The Verge;

capitalists.

Sarah Lacy of PandoDaily (via BusinessWeek and

Technology is now

TechCrunch); SAY Media’s own Richard MacManus

just business. And

of ReadWriteWeb; and the incredible one-man show,

technology reporting is

John Gruber, whose posts are often the smartest, best-

just news. So much has

articulated reaction to breaking stories (see “Rise of

changed from 30 years

the Tech Bandits,” page 16). And we put the entire tech

ago when publications

publishing universe in perspective with a foldout map.

like Computer Shopper,

An early artifact of the Revolution

In this issue of SAY Magazine, Frommer — also

Also in this issue, we spend time with other

BYTE and PC Magazine

digital pioneers including Jane Pratt, who has survived

(or the patron saint

the transformation from print to digital and risen to

of geekdom, Popular

the top of her game (“The [Not-So] Secret Lives of

Science) served the

Women Online,” page 12). xoJane has become a must-

hardcore enthusiast.

read for millions of women and the most engaging

The people behind

women’s site on the Web. You’ll also find an interview

this transformation have changed the business of

with one of the leading mobile experts, Zach Epstein of

journalism. Technology reporters have learned to

BGR, on his bold predictions for mobile (page 10). And

work at the frenetic speed of the industry, embracing

we’ve got notes from our Media Lab, which include

the technology innovations of the companies they

some of the things we’re planning for our relaunch

follow. Case in point, young Peter Cashmore, the

of ReadWriteWeb. We look forward to sharing the

founder and face of Mashable with almost 3 million

publication’s transformation with you. Wherever — or

followers on Twitter.

however — you are reading this, enjoy.
TROY YOUNG IS THE PRESIDENT OF SAY MEDIA.
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SAY UK’s Leap Into 2012 Party, London, England

SAY SF Party

SAY Media clients celebrated leap year 2012 at the
infamous Café de Paris in London, with music sensation
The Correspondents and DJ Danni Murray providing
entertainment late into the night.

At a private party for clients, partners and industry friends in
San Francisco, Geographer played an acoustic set at popular
nightclub 330 Ritch before its sold out show later that night.
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The Dawn of Digital
Media’s Golden Age
To create a new standard in quality digital publishing, we need to
view it as an entirely new medium.
When it comes to art and media, we’re often caught

day television. From grainy black-and-white sitcoms to

in a tug-of-war between legacy and innovation,

beautiful HD-quality dramas, television programming

nostalgia and the next new thing. At times, this

has evolved to rival the art of cinema.

tension creates quite beautiful and interesting results.

Shows such as Breaking Bad, Mad Men and Game

Instagram and its sepia filters blend the best of today’s

of Thrones have shown us that television content can

technology — the ability to create instant, socially

be beautiful, inspiring and provocative.

shareable pictures on your smartphone — with the

Creativity and evolution of the art form in a

nostalgic look and feel of aged photographs. Films like

new medium is inextricably tied with the notion

The Artist and Hugo successfully combine modern-day

of scale. Guglielmo Marconi, an Italian inventor,

movie-making technology with content and structure

proved the feasibility of radio communication when

that pays tribute to the early days of cinema.

he sent and received his first radio signal in Italy

But not all art forms have been able to deftly

in 1895. Yet it took another 25 years before E.W.

sample the best of the processes and infrastructure

Scripp’s WBL in Detroit started broadcasting a regular

laid down by their predecessors, while crafting

schedule of programming. It wasn’t until the late

something beautifully native to the advances of a new

1930s when affordable access put radios in four out

medium. One of the most noticeable
places we’ve seen this failure of
evolution is digital media. Today’s
digital publishers are forced to
contend with the legacy systems put
in place by both the Web and print.
From uninspired, table-like layouts
on Web pages to the linear, onedimensional experience of reading
print on paper, these relics of digital
publishing’s predecessors have
created a current media experience
that’s unfocused and cluttered.

“It’s time to
enable the
amazing talent
and creative
energy of the
creative class
that will refine
the art form.”

To create a new standard in quality digital

of five households and led to the
development of a wide variety of
innovative program offerings that the
broadcast industry took off.
We’re now at this precise
crossroads with the Web. The
technology, infrastructure and
access are in place to support
innovative, cutting-edge digital media
experiences. But the solution isn’t
purely a technological one. We need to
create a new approach to storytelling,
inventing socially textured narratives

that couldn’t exist in print. Articles will have layers of

publishing, we need to recognize it as an entirely new

context and sharing functions, with reader interactions

medium and rethink the relationship between content,

and conversations becoming part of the story. The user

editorial design and user experience.

interface will be a seamless part of the experience,

When people first started experimenting with
cinema as a means to tell stories, they were creatively
beholden to the legacy of plays. “Filmmakers” would

letting readers explore the content in far more fluid
ways.
We’re already seeing some significant advances to

essentially duplicate the logic and progression of plays,

the way digital publishers are displaying content and

shooting static shots in a single room. It wasn’t until

allowing their readers to interact with it. Sites such as

a few innovators started to understand the nuances

BuzzFeed are based around social curation in some

of film that the true notion of “movie magic” was

parts, algorithms in others. ITV News in the U.K. has

explored. With just a few snips of film and cleverly

switched to a model of real-time micro updates instead

timed shots, people could disappear from screen and

of holding stories until they’ve fully matured. Our

rockets could fly to the moon. The drive for further

own Dogster blends strong editorial content with deep

creative expression pushed the technology forward,

community interaction, and Remodelista combines

and in turn, technology such as surround sound,

product databases with editorialized curation.

digital film and 3-D opened doors to new creative

It’s exciting to sit at the precipice of change. As

ideas. Movies such as Star Wars, E.T. and Avatar could

a technology company rooted in creating beautiful,

not have been made without the most cutting-edge

singular experiences — from advertising to editorial

technology of the day.

— we are beginning to understand the interdependent

The same can be said for television. Early TV

relationship between technology, scalable distribution

shows simply copied the popular radio programming

and creativity that will usher in the modern age. It’s

of the time. Sets were rudimentary, and the action

time to enable the amazing talent and creative energy

was limited. As technology and distribution models

of the creative class that will refine the art form.

matured, so did the format, look and feel of modern-

Digital media’s Golden Age is long overdue.
MATT SANCHEZ IS THE CEO of SAY MEDIA.
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THINGS
I LOVE
HOME

Bram Clay Pot
Once I discovered the earthy flavors that come from
cooking with a clay pot, I was hooked. Last year, I went
on a kick making preserved Meyer lemons and have been
making Moroccan stews to accompany them ever since. I
particularly like the way the Bram pot is glazed on the inside
but left rough on the outside. (Bramcookware.com, $48)

PERSPECTIVES
Sofie d’Hoore
Several years ago, I discovered under-the-radar
Belgian clothing designer Sofie d’Hoore and
was smitten. She’s a bit of a stealth designer,
creating understated pieces that are both
rigorously tailored yet easily worn. Her designs
are an investment but worth saving up for.
(Modernappealingclothing.com, $400 and up)
Crux Blanket by Pia Wallen
Swedish artist Pia Wallen’s Crux blanket is a
design classic, but it’s hard to come by and
not cheap at around $1,000. When we posted
about a cotton flannel version, for a quarter of
the cost, I snapped one up immediately at the
brilliant Toronto store, Mjolk. Of course, they
sold out pretty much immediately.
(Mjolk.ca, $245 and up)

Richard Carter Butler Tray
I love putting together our Remodelista Markets.
It’s a great way to get to know a lot of the makers
we feature on our site, and a real sense of
community has developed around these events.
The pitfall is that I find myself wanting to purchase
a lot of the products. Case in point: this butler tray
by ceramicist Richard Carter, a recent acquisition.
(Richardcarterstudio.com, prices vary)

The Art of Brand
Engagement
All those sounds are real. The only word for it is: amazeballs.
— AdFreak on the OK Go Chevy Sonic Super Bowl ad
A few months ago, at the midem festival in Cannes,
famed music producer Mark Ronson spoke about his
deal to create music for Coca-Cola. One of the
questions that came up was about whether
or not such a corporate relationship risks
having his fans think he’s “sold out.” Ronson
quickly dismissed the idea, noting that, as
long as the resulting work is true to his ideals
as a music producer, fans actually appreciate the
company for helping artists they love continue
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have not — it’s pretty clear. When trying to engage
with an existing community, it’s wise to let the
content creator or the artist to do what he or she
does best — often with prominent sponsorship but
without the sponsor driving content. Too often, a
sponsoring company will push to have the content
be specific to what it is doing with its brand. But that
rarely works. Fans and communities immediately
see through such content and move on. But when

Bowl, the band OK Go unveiled its latest

a brand enables a content creator to do what he or

music video, which involves the band using

she wants to do, especially if it takes the content
even further, fans appreciate that.

undoubtedly, a commercial, but it’s a commercial

I’ve worked on campaigns where large segments

for both the band and the car at the same time.

of our community were publicly thanking the

And it looks like most of OK Go’s fans don’t
Sarah Lonsdale Remodelista
I have been design-obsessed from an early age, but I credit my
architect father for honing my design DNA. I spent my first working
years in Tokyo, and being in such a dense urban space taught me how
to appreciate daily minutiae and also how to embrace the beauty of
everyday rituals. I do believe that less is more. I get immense joy from
living with well-crafted products, and I really pay attention to surfaces
and textures.

campaigns — many that have worked and a few that

to make music. A week later, during the Super

a Chevy Sonic to play one of its songs. It is,

Fiat 500
I’ve been looking for a new car this past year, and
all the ones I thought I would like have proved too
dull, too flashy or too big. That is until I saw the
Fiat 500 and had a visceral moment. It hits all the
marks but primarily is just great design.
(Fiat.com, $15,500)

Having been involved in a bunch of marketing

sponsor because the result was so good. In most of

really mind or think this is problematic. As I

those cases, the sponsorship, while clear, allowed

write this, the video has more than 15 million

us to do more of what we knew our community

views (a bunch by me — and if you haven’t seen it
yet, you really should check it out).
At other times, brands have tried to sponsor
content only to find that it doesn’t work at all,
that fans or communities are indifferent or even
outright hostile about it. So what’s the difference?

wanted, rather than trying to figure out some way to
make a commercial. That’s what Ronson is doing
with Coke, and it’s what OK Go is doing with
Chevy. The brands are enabling something great,
but they also are trusting the content creators to
make it great.
Mike Masnick is the editor-in-chief of Techdirt
and a SAY Media partner.
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MOBILE TRENDS 2012

MOBILE TRENDS 2012

GLOBAL
SMARTPHONE
SALES

982

(units in millions)

people who didn’t quite understand my argument.

what Apple should do with its $100+ billion cash pile:

Apple did a terrific job marketing the iPad,

Apple should build its products in America. Of course,

and part of its message was “post-PC.” Apple’s core

this can’t and won’t happen for more reasons than I

business has moved away from PCs thanks to the

can count.

tremendous success of its iOS line of devices, and the

Apple is known for ignoring Wall Street’s cries.

company will continue to dominate the smartphone

Apple is also all about control, so we may see the

and tablet markets for years to come. PCs, however,

company make more component-focused acquisitions.

aren’t going anywhere.

Intrinsity and Anobit could be the tip of the iceberg.

Luckily, there is room for both product segments.

Why
Windows 8
Is the Future

688

never approach console gaming in terms of quality

telecommunications industry for 10 years — first in

since we saw any really exciting movement in the TV

and capabilities, but there is still plenty of money to be

marketing and business development with two private

space, but I think 2012 is going to change that. Smart,

made in casual gaming on mobile platforms.

telcos, then as a writer and editor covering business,

connected, voice- and gesture-controlled HDTVs with

technology and telecommunications. As a writer,

gorgeous OLED panels were shown off at CES this

E-readers — who’s going to win that war? A

Zach’s work has been quoted by countless top news

year, and things will really heat up if and when Apple

lot of pundits are quick to discount Barnes & Noble

organizations, and in January 2012, Forbes named

enters the space.

and hail Amazon as the king of the e-book space, but

hottest segment in tech right now, we’re nearing a

company also makes terrific products that are selling

he guides the editorial team and contributes reports

point where something has to give. UBS’s Maynard Um

quite well; Barnes & Noble’s Nook Color is one of the

and analyses with an unbiased viewpoint and a

projects that Apple and Samsung together will account

best-selling tablets in the industry’s short history, and

widely respected voice. He’s also consistently getting

for 90 percent of all smartphone profits in 2012, which

the Nook Tablet picks up where the Color leaves off.

exclusives, and one of the top voices in the SAY 100

would leave RIM, HTC, Nokia, Motorola, Sony, LG

Technology channel.

and others fighting for scraps.

will be for the rest of the year, why Windows 8 is the

tremendous momentum moving

future of computing, and what he thinks Apple should

into 2012. Samsung just posted

do with its $100+ billion cash pile.

its best-ever quarter, and in
February, Apple reported the
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is currently planning to release just one BlackBerry 10

benefits over media tablets. Windows 8 spans both

smartphone in 2012 according to our sources, and it’s

categories, and the OS will ship on hundreds of

going to be a high-end phone. That means while entry-

millions of devices over the coming years.

level Android phones proliferate in emerging markets
and the iPhone gains enterprise popularity, RIM

blur a bit this year as multiple Windows 8 vendors

will be selling dusty old BlackBerry 7 phones to the

focus on convertible laptop-tablet combinations with

majority of its customers.
I won’t count RIM out. Not by a long shot. But

mobile operating systems offer power and utility that

things are going to get worse before they get better,

approaches desktop operating systems like Windows

and I can definitely see the next chapter in “the book

and OS X.

of RIM” ending with a partial sale, a full sale or some

should do with its gazillions of dollars? It’s

As someone who lives and breathes tech, what

hard to give Apple advice these days considering it’s

other reporters or sites do you follow? Any

the most valuable company in the world, so I give

rising stars you see? Someone in my line of work

the same mostly joking response whenever I’m asked

has no choice but to read everything. I watch about 80
sites using Google Reader, and I have hundreds more

GLOBAL MOBILE OS
MARKETSHARE

472

Other
4.5%

spread across several Twitter lists (I’m really not sure
how I would survive without Google Reader or Twitter
lists). Gabe Rivera’s Techmeme also plays a big role for

Windows 8
1.5%

me thanks to his awesome team of editors, and I watch
Y Combinator’s Hacker News a great deal as well.
As for individuals, most of my favorite writers
and reporters don’t cover technology, but there are

Symbian
16%

Android
49%

iOS
19%

soft-touch feel over the hard,

companies. Other vendors in

specifically, is an exciting space to be covering this

the space will really need to

year because several huge questions from 2011 will

focus on innovation, separation

be answered, at least to an extent. How will Google’s

and marketing if they want to stay in the smartphone

Amazon is working with margins so tight that it saw

Motorola Mobility acquisition impact other Android

business. Maybe not as soon as this year, but I think

net income fall by nearly 60 percent last quarter.

partners and the industry itself? How will AT&T

we could see one or more big names exit the space in

There’s no clear winner in this war just yet.

proceed now that its T-Mobile USA buy has been

the near future — or at least shift focus dramatically.

journalists I read often, and Kara Swisher at The Wall
Street Journal’s AllThingsD is easily among the best in
the business.

uncomfortable Kindle any day.

history among technology

Dalrymple at The Loop, and I get my Microsoft fix
Sascha Segan at PC Magazine are both very talented

I’ll take the Nook Simple Touch’s

we’ll see in the year ahead? Telecoms, and mobile

short, sweet, no-holds-barred Apple news from Jim
from ZDNet’s Mary Jo Foley. Roger Cheng at CNET and

with E Ink display is great, but

your radar for the most interesting things

investing on Barron’s Tech Trader Daily blog is one,
and I also really enjoy Newsweek’s Daniel Lyons. I get

personally. Amazon’s Kindle

most profitable quarter in

a handful who do. Tiernan Ray, who covers tech

RIM
10%

happens to be the e-reader I use

You’re a telecom and mobile guy. What’s on

Plus, the battery on the Nook
Simple Touch lasts forever.
Barnes & Noble has a

$242.8B*

struggling brick-and-mortar
business to deal with, and

10%

Windows 8 — is it really the future of
Mobile content — any breakthroughs you see

computing and the beginning of the post-post-

Windows Phone? What will become of Research in

coming there? Gaming will continue to be a big deal

PC era? How so? Windows 8 is absolutely the future

Motion (RIM) and its next-generation BlackBerry 10

for mobile platforms in 2012, and video game console

of computing. When I wrote that Microsoft’s next-

platform now that its former co-CEOs have passed the

vendors such as Nintendo and Sony haven’t yet

generation platform would usher in the “post-post-PC

torch? These questions and more are key focuses for

adapted to take advantage of the boom we’re seeing in

era,” I got tremendous response, both positive and

me this year.

mobile casual gaming. Mobile gaming will probably

negative. Most of the negative response came from

Nokia finally turn significant consumer attention to

laptop PCs still offer increased utility and countless

touchscreens, but it will be quite some time before

Then there’s the Nook Simple Touch, which

“Windows 8 is
absolutely the future
of computing ...
the OS will ship on
hundreds of millions
of devices over the
coming years.”

blocked? Will Microsoft’s multibillion-dollar deal with

operating system has a great deal of potential, but RIM

Barnes & Noble still has a lot of fight left in it. The

world. Zach is now executive editor at BGR, where

Apple and Samsung each have

plenty of talent at RIM, and the QNX real-time

continue to see growth, but heavyweight desktop and

Apple — what do you think the company

Any other bold predictions? It has been some time

We asked him about what the big stories in mobile

tablets running mobile operating systems — will

key licensing agreements.

Zach Epstein has worked in and around the

In terms of smartphones, which still make up the

What’s going to happen to RIM? I know there’s

We will see the line between PC and media tablet

… and other things you should know about the mobile Web.
An interview with mobile expert Zach Epstein.

him one of the Top 10 power mobile influencers in the

Lightweight tablets — and by “lightweight,” I mean

everyone
else

2011

* Projected for 2012.
** Projected for 2015.
Source UBS, IDC

2012*

2015**

90%

Apple + Samsung

GLOBAL SMARTPHONE REVENUE
Follow Zach on Twitter @zacharye
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The (Not-So) Secret
Lives of Women Online
Reality TV Meets the Web

commenters are

Pratt earned herself the title of magazine publishing

In fact, what Jane has done is very similar to what

well known to

icon, but even more, she earned the respect and

people are used to seeing on reality television. She’s

Jane as well as to

adoration of thousands of devoted readers who

assembled what she calls “a cast of characters,” all of

each other, and, on

appreciated that someone was finally producing real

whom have their own beat: Clothes, Beauty, Sex/Love,

occasion, contribute

content, relatable to intelligent and discerning women.

Entertainment, Issues, Sports, etc. However, no one is

pieces to the site.

When Jane announced that she was resigning

more present on the site than Jane herself. About this

“I always knew

from her position as editor-in-chief of Jane in 2005,

she says, “I share a lot of things with the community

that I wanted

there was a collective sigh of sadness from her loyal

before I share them with the people close to me. I

the community

fans. But luckily for everyone, after a six-year hiatus

called my mom recently to tell her I was feeling a little

to be a big part

from publishing, Jane partnered last year with SAY

down, and she was like, ‘Yeah, I know.’ Because I’d

of producing the

Media to launch xoJane, a no-bullshit lifestyle site

already been telling the readers about it.”

content,” Jane

no other site out there. xoJane
celebrated its first anniversary in
May, and Jane says there’s a lot
she’s learned about the differences
between print and online media.
“The first year really feels like
10. Comparing notes with other
editors in this space, I think that’s
just the nature of the online game.
By 5 p.m., something that happened

“Readers have
become quite
attached to
many of the
editors who
play a starring
role on the site.”

in the morning feels like it happened a couple of

launch of xoJane UK. She says she’s excited to expand

wanted to feel that way about her own belly. It gave

for a number of reasons. “One thing we were noticing

her the courage to go into rehab and get help. That to

in traffic patterns is that xoJane was doing really well

me is a great example of what I love about the site.”

in the U.K. so it seemed like a natural fit. There also

asks them for advice, like what she

many people really

should ask in celebrity interviews or

want to contribute

if she should visit her mother for the

for the sake of

weekend. She admits, “I was taking

being part of the

votes on the site about whether I

community and

should go see my mom or not, so

making themselves

that’s how she knew whether or not

known in the

I was going to show up.” (For the

community.”

doesn’t seem to be anything like xoJane there — with

share of drama, like when Health Critic Cat Marnell

our attitude and collection of personal voices. For

admitted she uses Plan B as her primary form of birth

some reason, the stuff I’ve done has always done well

control. The story was picked up by other websites,

in the U.K., Australia and Canada. I get them, and they

and readers left more than 500 comments expressing

get what I do.”
To guide the site through its launch and ensure
that it appeals to its U.K. readership, Jane and her

mind went to: Is it resulting in traffic?” She goes on to

team appointed former Handbag.com editor Rebecca

explain how if you’re riling people up, at least you’re

Holman to take the helm as editor-in-chief. Much like

starting a conversation. “When I say, ‘I love hate,’ I

the U.S. version, xoJane UK will be a place where

mean that. I like sparking people. From day one with

women can truly be themselves while engaging with

xoJane, I said I wanted to have stuff on the site that

content they feel connected to and passionate about.

people would really love, really hate and really want to

Holman is an integral part of helping the xoJane UK

comment on. That’s passion. I’ve had so many years of

editors create meaningful relationships with readers.

getting bashed, starting with Sassy, so now I only feel

About this, Jane says, “xoJane has always been about

it in the positive way.”

trying to reach women in the most intimate way
possible, and I’m delighted that Rebecca is on board to
help us.”

says. “But I’ve been
amazed at how

And while readers love feeling like they’re a part

she realized they were all beautiful. And that she

“Everyone was hating on us for that post, but my

with the readers either. She also

record, she did.)

Another thing Jane is feeling positive about is the

their outrage. But that doesn’t bother Jane.

As the creator of Sassy and Jane magazines, Jane

Jane isn’t just sharing her life

U.K. Calling

skinny bellies, squishy bellies, hard-as-rock bellies,’

Of course, the site also has experienced its fair

Jane Pratt reflects on a wild and amazing year of building the most engaging
and irreverent women’s site on the Web. Plus: Inside the xoJane UK launch.

for women aged 18–49 that’s like

suicide. When she saw the photos of ‘fat bellies,

The launch of xoJane UK will mean even more
work for Jane who seemingly never slows down,
but she relishes it. “The pace of xoJane is the most
in keeping with my natural rhythm. It’s the most in
keeping with my natural pace
than anything I’ve ever done.
But I’m working on — from
a personal perspective —
building in downtime.”
One can’t help but

For example, Jane occasionally asks readers to
share personal photos of themselves, like with the

wonder how she’ll ever find that because there are
even more things in the works for the U.S. site.
Though Jane is thrilled with the writers she’s brought
on board, she still feels one person is missing. “I
haven’t found my Token Male,” she laments. “That was
a key part of the formula at Sassy and Jane, so I’m
going to start a search for him.”
Jane also plans to do
more of the wildly popular
celebrity makeunders,
as well as continue to get
contributions from her own

of Jane’s life, they’ve also become quite attached to

“Morning Faces Project” where they were asked to

celebrity friends, Courteney

many of the editors who play a starring role on the

snap a picture immediately upon waking or the “Real

Cox and Courtney Love.

SiriusXM radio, says, “It’s the most interesting hybrid

site, which was Jane’s goal all along. “I wanted to get

Girl Belly Project” where readers sent in a photo of

of media that I’ve done so far. It has the qualities of

people who were doing great work but weren’t brand

their stomach. No sucking-in allowed.

print because it’s permanent in the sense that what

names and throw them all in the mix together,” she

you’re doing will be around forever, but the way

says. “The thing that was unexpected was how each

in pictures,” Jane says. “But what was even more

people consume it feels more like TV or radio where

character became defined very quickly. It took me

moving was when we received an ‘It Happened to

it’s like they see it and then it’s gone.”

at least six months to build my characters at Sassy

Me’ submission from a reader who said the ‘Real Girl

because they only had one piece a month. On xoJane,

Belly Project’ saved her life. She was suffering from an

some people are posting multiple times a day, so

eating disorder so severe that she was contemplating

weeks ago.”
Jane, who also hosts a weekly talk show on

As if that wasn’t enough,
Jane is also eager to get the

“I was overwhelmed with how many people sent

community even more involved.
She explains, “We’re working
on developing ways to make it
easier for community members
to contribute their own content.
We want them to be able to upload

everyone’s personalities came out much more quickly

their own photos and posts, so that

than I thought they would.”
It’s not just the contributors who have carved
out identities for themselves, though. Even the

Clockwise from top right: Jane Pratt, Emily
McCombs and Julieanne Smolinksi, Callie
Watts and Madeline Cronin, Emily as
Wonder Woman
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Clockwise from top right: Emily McCombs, Eric
Nicholson, Julie Schott, Lesley Kinzel, Bryan Stendahl,
Cat Marnell, Jane Pratt, Helena Andrews
Daisy Barringer is a freelance writer and editor based in San Francisco.
She loves snowboarding, the 49ers and all cookies except oatmeal raisin.
She’s also the sports girl on xoJane. Follow her on Twitter @daisy.
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LETTER FROM LONDON
we can mix that in with the celebrity contributions
and, of course, the celebrities we’re creating on the
site.”
xoJane is already a huge hit in North America and
was named one of Forbes’s Top 10 Lifestyle Websites for
Women only two months after launch. Building on that
energy and momentum, readers in the U.S. and U.K.
can expect much more of what they’ve come to love,
plenty of surprises and, no matter what, never a dull
moment. After all, who has time for that? Not Jane.

Rebecca
Holman
Dishes on
xoJane UK

The U.K.’s Digital
Media Challenge

Plus, the same
five questions
we always ask.

London has been out in front for well over a decade now — and it’s
on the cusp of stepping up and taking credit for it.
“U.K. media agencies are leading the world in

smaller is hardly a revolutionary thought. As Parker

as managing director of MediaVest UK, part of the

explains, “more businesses are being organized

Starcom MediaVest Group (SMG), Steve Parker is

globally, and you have to be smarter and braver to

well placed to make such judgments. As far as he is

take the lead or take on more operational roles in the

concerned, we Brits need to overcome our famous

delivery of services — otherwise you become just

reserve and boldly embrace our talent.

another column in a spreadsheet.”

“Thinking about the U.K. as a media marketplace

O

For Parker, one of the hardest but arguably the

leader is quite tough. I know it’s tough in every

most motivating elements of working in media is the

marketplace, but we’re not as confident or as proud as

different types of conversations you have because you

we should be about the scale,” Parker says. “In terms

work across so many sectors. “You go from a credit

of maturity, we learn how to work with new things

card meeting to a car meeting to a beer meeting to a

very quickly in the U.K., and I certainly feel that in

nappy meeting, and then you’ve got all your media

the past couple of years, the best British organizations

partners who want to educate you and advise you. It’s
really diverse,” he says.

ne of the most engaging and fastest-

What’s the most exciting thing about taking

have been a little bit braver than their global

growing women’s lifestyle sites is set to

this role? Jane is such a popular, fantastic

counterparts.”

launch in the U.K. this spring. A huge hit in

figurehead for female publishing. I want to do her

Because of this diversity, Parker feels that over the
past few years, there’s been “a mix of confusion, lack

North America, Jane Pratt’s xoJane, an online home

justice, which is both wonderfully exciting and

Nerve Center

of confidence and uncertainty” in the digital space,

for independent, opinionated and passionate women

completely terrifying.

It’s a concept embraced a lot by London media

and clients are looking for people they trust to give

agencies. A few years ago, the word would have been

them the broadest advice. “Clients need to be kept up

will now be localized for U.K. readers. Jane Pratt
and her team appointed former Handbag.com editor

And now, we would be remiss if we didn’t

“innovation,” but now having the good idea is not

to date with the new technologies and platforms that

Rebecca Holman to take the helm as editor-in-chief.

ask you “The Same Five Questions We

enough. In 2012, a media agency needs the nerve —

are sprouting up and becoming very big, very fast

Always Ask.” You ready? I hope so.

or since we’re talking about the British, the gumption

so they can stay ahead in the game,” he says. “Not

— to put that idea into practice and be quick about

only do we have that knowledge, but we also have

Rebecca was gracious enough to sit down with
us and discuss the launch of the site, as well as
answer “The Same Five Questions We Always Ask,”

What’s the closest you’ve ever come to being

it. This is even more important when technology

strong relationships with our clients, and it’s this

a favorite during interviews at xoJane.

arrested? Trying to get into an illegal rave in

platforms are at the core of your business.

combination that is allowing U.K. agencies to drive the

Belgrade with the woman who ran the youth hostel

“We have a lot of entrepreneurs and

Congratulations! How did this all come about?

where I was staying. I’m pretty risk-averse, so when

bright communications experts in the

Jane heard about me through my work on

I realized we were being chased by the police, I had

U.K. who jumped into the Internet early

Handbag.com and asked me to meet with her.

a bit of a meltdown.

We clicked instantly. It’s rare when you go for an
What pills do you take every day? Cod liver

that runs way over the allotted time, but that’s what

oil. That’s it.

the typical xoJane user!

Who is on your celebs-to-make-out-with list?
Boring version? Ryan Reynolds. Guilty celeb crush?

How will the U.K. version of xoJane differ

on,” says Miles Lewis, vice president
of European Sales at Shazam

interview and it becomes an amazing brainstorm
happened when I met Jane. I think it helps that I’m

John Nettles, the Bergerac era.

from the U.S. version? Jane’s mission statement

Entertainment, a company that was

global digital agenda.”
Welcome to the Future
So the U.K. media agency landscape is nimble and
clever — and small, which is lucky. It means we have
a marketplace of a workable size to put new ideas into

incorporated in the U.K., even though

practice, a luxury that isn’t afforded to marketers in

it was based on U.S.-developed

the U.S., where the sheer size involved often breeds a

technology.

culture of caution.

Lewis substantiates this by

“I think the U.K. has gone back to its roots and

pointing to the number of U.K. digital

remembered what it does better than other markets. It’s

industry stalwarts who now head

just bit more future-facing, a bit more honest and a bit

says that the U.S. site is a place where “women

What’s the grossest thing in your bag? A card

up agency operations around the

more prepared to challenge the status quo,” Parker says.

go when they are being selfish and where their

for an unpaid — and huge — bar tab.

world — high profile names such as

“Media agencies have always been about understanding

selfishness is applauded.” This totally stands for

Leigh Terry, CEO Omnicom Media

people, research, insight and strategy. However you

the U.K. site as well. Too much of the media is still

What’s the weirdest thing you do when

Group for Australia and New Zealand.

phrase that, you have to understand the consumer and

telling women how to please everyone else in their

you’re alone? I have imaginary arguments with

“London has been leading the pack in

then deliver media that will change their behavior to

life, but xoJane focuses on how you can please

people in the mirror when I’m brushing my teeth.

the digital space for 10 to 15 years. A

deliver a positive business benefit to the client. In the

yourself. The format and essential Jane-ness will
From top: Courtney Love, Michael Stipe and Jane Pratt;
Erin Featherston and Michael Stipe; Eric, Jane, Emily and Cat

To say that London, or in fact the world, is getting

digital.” This might sound like a bold claim, but

lot of brains have been created in this

U.K., we still have a lot to learn from other markets as

remain the same, but the content, sensibilities and

I think you passed! Thanks so much for taking the

country, and we are exporting a lot of

there are different interpretations and restrictions, but

tone of voice will be distinctly British.

time to talk with us. Good luck with xoJane UK!

talent now,” Lewis says.

we’re bravely leading and forging ahead.”
Giles Ivey is managing director of SAY Media UK.
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o truly appreciate today’s plugged-in,

publishing in real time, live from the scene. (At Jobs’

multimedia, real-time, technology media

WWDC keynote in 2010, the live-bloggers jammed the

business, you need to see it in action.

Wi-Fi so badly that Jobs had to pause his presentation

And there’s no better showcase than

and scold people to turn off their devices.)

one of Apple’s big product-launch events — the tech

Announcements and photos get posted seconds

equivalent of the Super Bowl, except there’s at least

after the fact, along with snippets of pithy analysis,

three of them every year.

and that’s just the first draft of coverage. Over the

The day starts early (early for me, at least) at the

HOW AN UNLIKELY GROUP OF RENEGADE WRITERS
ARE CHANGING JOURNALISM — AND THE FUTURE OF PUBLISHING

course of the day, AOL’s big gadget site Engadget will

Moscone Center in San Francisco. It’s the first morning

post no fewer than 16 articles about the day’s news.

of Apple’s sold-out 2011 Worldwide Developers

My colleagues and I at Business Insider end up posting

Conference (WWDC), and Apple CEO Steve Jobs

34 headlines. And so on.

is about to deliver what will end up being his last

That is today’s tech news industry in action.

“Stevenote.” (At 4:15 a.m., a line of people two blocks

Frenetic, dramatic, sometimes flawed — but usually

long was already waiting to get in.)

awesome. Tech industry executives and enthusiasts

After a quick check-in (press members get to skip
the big line) and a trip up a couple of tall escalators,

have never been better informed or entertained, live
and in stereo. But it has taken 30 years to get here.

I reach the top floor, where a couple hundred
journalists, handlers and special guests are shooting

The Boom Years

the breeze before the presentation.

“The year of the mouse! The Apple Lisa! The

A line of photographers waits to get in. A cluster

Macintosh!” Philip Elmer-DeWitt recalls some of

of writers mills about. But when the doors open, all

the technology stories he wrote for Time Magazine,

order is lost. If you want a good seat in front, it’s time

starting in the early 1980s. “The IBM PC! We did the

to run. This is about as close to a full-contact sport as

Machine of the Year.” Later that year, PC Magazine

tech journalism gets.

would peak at 773 pages.

I power walk and wind up close to the stage, off to

The dotcom boom was still a decade away, but

the side. Good enough. This will be my mission control

“Time was discovering computers gung-ho,” says

center for the next two hours, as I shuffle between

Elmer-DeWitt, a long-time technology and science

trying to live-blog, while fighting the Moscone Center’s

editor and writer at Time, who now writes a business-

Wi-Fi and my iPhone’s helpless hotspot mode, and

focused blog about Apple for Fortune, another Time

trying to take photos of what’s happening on stage.

Inc. title.

All around, there’s a strange hum of productivity:

The challenge Time had in covering technology,

a symphony of dozens of MacBook keyboards tapping

Elmer-DeWitt says, was that “it was run by a bunch of

out live updates, cameras fluttering, oohs and ahhs,

old fuddy-duddies who didn’t use computers. And they

and punctuations of polite applause coming from the

didn’t really know what they wanted. At one point,

nonpress side of the auditorium. Jobs seems tired, and

Walter Isaacson [the former Time editor who recently

the announcements — new versions of Mac OS X, iOS

wrote Steve Jobs’ biography] made me write a story

and iCloud — are important but not as sexy as, say, a

about ‘cyberpunk.’ He had no idea what that meant,

new iPhone.

but he loved the word and he wanted it on the cover

But what’s going on in this room is pretty
amazing. Dozens — hundreds? — of sites are

of Time, so I had to scratch together a story. I’m totally
embarrassed by it.”

JASON CALACANIS

Character illustrations by Riyahd Cassiem

TECH
PUBLISHING

TIMELINE

Time Magazine names
the personal computer its
“Machine of the Year.”

Apple’s iconic 1984 Super
Bowl commercial airs.

Wired magazine, the
“Rolling Stone of
technology,” launches.

JANUARY
1983

JANUARY
1984

JANUARY
1993

DECEMBER
1983

PC Magazine tops
out at 773 pages.

1992

CNET founded by
Halsey Minor.

Jason Calacanis launches
Silicon Alley Reporter, a
magazine about the New
York tech industry.
NOVEMBER
1995

1996

Bill Gates publishes
The Road Ahead.
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TECH NEWS

TOP SITES IN THE TECH MEDIA UNIVERSE

IT

CYBORGS
PETE CASHMORE
The studly 26-year old is the founder
(and face) of Mashable, one of the Internet’s
most prolific content machines.

N
CO

M
SU

E

CH
E
RT

SHAPESHIFTERS
JASON CALACANIS
A consummate entrepreneur, skilled
packager and viral master, he sold
Weblogs to AOL and now constantly
reinvents himself to capitalize on
the new hotness of the moment.

STEAMPUNKS
J OS H TO P O L S KY
He stocked The Verge with a scrappy team
of writers and developers to combine the best
of old media and cool new technology tricks.

MOBILE

WA R R I O R S
M I C H A E L A R R I N GTO N
A disruptive and controversial power broker in Silicon Valley,
the founder of TechCrunch (and now UnCrunched) frequently
finds himself in hot water — but always comes out fighting.

HIGH PRIESTS
T E L E PAT H S
N AV I G AT O R S

SEEKERS

RICHARD MACMANUS

SARAH LACY

As the founder and leader of ReadWriteWeb, he’s been able
to guide one of most well-respected technology sites
in the world from his lookout in faraway New Zealand.

With stints at BusinessWeek and TechCrunch in her DNA,
she’s now in search of the higher truth
with her own tech media startup, PandoDaily.

JOHN GRUBER
Author of Daring Fireball, his posts are often
the smartest, best-articulated reaction to breaking news
stories and instantly become a news event’s canonical analysis

WA LT M O S S B E R G
KARA SWISHER
Employed by The Wall Street Journal, they frequently
hold court with tech titans such as Bill Gates and Steve
Case and preside over the prestigious AllThingsD.

drawing more readers than TechCrunch and, reportedly,

last November by Vox Media, previously the sports

less than 1 percent of the readership,” Topolsky says.

Apple’s new iPad, for example, started with Apple’s

publishing can work online. In addition to running

changer, it also fueled its own media industry.

with acquisition interest from CNN. In 2006, Om Malik,

media startup SB Nation. And it is a real hit.

“So you get an idea of the scale of who knows you and

announcement and wrapped in more than 30 updates

small banner ads, Gruber, 39, also sells a weekly

Magazines sprung up including Ziff Davis’s Yahoo!

a writer at Time Inc.’s Business 2.0 magazine, left his

The Verge, barely half a year old, had already

who doesn’t. But it turns out that the amplification via

by the time this issue of SAY Magazine went to print.

sponsorship for $6,500 — and he’s almost always sold

Internet Life, Red Herring and, my favorite, though

job to launch GigaOM, a tech blog. That same year,

reached 6.5 million monthly unique visitors in March

Twitter and Facebook and the aggregate of your online

The Verge also has experimented more boldly than its

out. If he’s actually getting that rate, Daring Fireball

As the Internet grew from a curiosity to a game-

short-lived, The Net, which was part Web directory, part

Matt Marshall, a reporter at the San Jose Mercury News,

and was approaching 30 million page views —

life is actually meaningful. For us, it was the aggregate

peers with graphics and navigation. And it is building

could be pulling in at least $400,000 a year. To borrow

culture rag and part DIY guide. Wired, one of the lone

founded VentureBeat. A few years earlier, in 2003, New

impressive growth numbers. And it is a poster child of

of the aggregate — me plus Nilay and all these other

out a database of products with a comparison engine,

one of Steve Jobs’ famous punctuation marks, “Boom.”

survivors from that era, launched in 1993, inspiring a

Zealander Richard MacManus started ReadWriteWeb,

the two trends: personal

people. I just think we’re still fighting an uphill battle

similar to the initial concept behind Gdgt (pronounced

generation of geeks.

which was acquired by SAY Media in December 2011

brands and smart

for people to know who they’re listening to.”

“gadget”), a site founded by the previous cohort of

minimalist: Light gray text on a dark gray background,

and just celebrated its 9th birthday. Then All Things

technology.

Engadget editors, Peter Rojas and Ryan Block. (Gdgt is

with only a logo at the top and rarely another image.

part of SAY Media’s Technology channel.)

(The name, Gruber says, means nothing. “It’s a name

But it took a while for these publications about
computers and the Internet to actually publish

Digital (aka AllThingsD), Silicon Alley Insider and a

meaningful websites. (CNET, now owned by CBS, is

steady stream of others popped up.

one of the rare Web 1.0 media survivors.) In many
cases, it was because parent companies split off the

The Web was finally covering itself better than its
print counterparts — and independently.

Web divisions as separate teams or even different
companies.
“When I started out at MacUser, there was an
Internet but nobody cared about it,” says Jason Snell,

When I visited in mid-March, The Verge was
working out of a smallish loft office on Fifth Avenue in

The Verge is no
accidental hit. It is the

Manhattan. With a few dozen editorial staffers in one

tech media equivalent

room, The Verge is experiencing the phase of a startup

content,” Topolsky says. “I think that the landscape

thought it sounded cool.”) If The Verge is the ESPN of

of changing planes in

where there are just too many bodies per square foot.

of digital publishing — we haven’t cracked it open at

tech news, Daring Fireball is analog radio. Gruber even

midair. Barely a year

It’s fun but a little crazy.

all. When we talked to Jim Bankoff [Vox Media’s CEO]

types on a chattery, old-school, ’90s Mac keyboard. But

about what we could do here, why would SB Nation be

that’s part of the charm.

Brave New World

ago, all of the site’s core

It is a natural evolution, but changes in today’s tech

staff members were still

press are increasingly fueled by two big trends.

working at AOL, where

senior vice president and editorial

First, a shift in the balance of power

Daring Fireball, the website, is famously

The Verge is not just another gadget blog. There is

“The Verge is as much the product as it is the

I came up with when I was a little kid, and I always

the look — an apparent nod to sci-fi novels. Topolsky,

a good fit for a tech site given that they’re a network of

In a news industry that is increasingly shoot-first,

34, and Patel, 31, cite influences such as early Wired,

sports blogs, they showed me the back-end. And it was

collect-eyeballs-and-ask-questions-later, Gruber bucks

they were the core staff

Computer Shopper and videogame magazines such as

like, ‘Holy shit’.

the trend. He is the refreshingly rare writer who will

JOSH TOPOLSKY

director in charge of IDG’s Macworld

toward individual brands — journalists,

at Engadget. Joshua Topolsky, The Verge co-founder and

GamePro and Mondo 2000. There is the production

and PCWorld titles. “Not from a coverage

pundits and personalities — fed by

editor-in-chief, was Engadget’s editor-in-chief. Nilay

quality, especially in video reviews, which far surpasses

synergy between a team of developers that wants to

smartest, best-articulated reaction, which instantly

standpoint or us publishing on it. Which

products such as Twitter and Facebook,

Patel, a former attorney and The Verge’s managing

the competition. There is the infamous “CES truck” the

make a great publishing product and a team of very

becomes a news event’s canonical analysis. When word

I found crazy. I was actually told by

which allow individuals to corral and

editor, was Engadget’s managing editor. At least half

publication rented in Las Vegas to serve as an office

savvy content producers that wants

broke in March that This American Life

someone, ‘Our future is on CompuServe.’

broadcast directly to their fans more

a dozen other writers and editors also made the jump,

during the Consumer Electronics Show, which it flies

to help make the perfect publishing

was retracting its episode about Apple’s

But even there, there was a completely

easily than ever before.

including Topolsky’s wife — The Verge features editor

the entire staff to. And there is an offline talk show, On

platform. It’s hugely important to us.”

factories in China, Daring Fireball wasn’t

Laura June.

the Verge, shot in a New York theater. One recent guest:

separate online division, and the print

“It’s not just media anymore; it’s also

magazine had almost nothing to do with

people with voices who are on Twitter,”

the online presence.”
After the crash, the Web 2.0 boom in

MIKE ARRINGTON

the mid-2000s gave birth to a new batch

It was jarring to see how quickly their temporary

“That’s exactly what we were missing — this

the first site to notice. But Gruber quickly

Jimmy Fallon, the NBC Late Night host and former SNL

One-Man Media

owned the story, digging up a handful

says Brooke Hammerling, co-founder

placeholder blog, This Is My Next, picked up steam

star who has hosted Topolsky on his show several times

At the other end of the spectrum is

of related links and writing a vicious

of Brew Media Relations, a respected

last year. But that’s the power of today’s tools. Twitter,

before, now returning the favor.

John Gruber, who writes, curates and

takedown of disgraced storyteller Mike

technology PR firm. “Is Gary Vaynerchuk

Facebook and Tumblr make it easier than ever to follow

publishes the popular, Apple-centric

Daisey.

of media startups running cheap publishing software

a reporter? No. Is Fred Wilson? Or Mark Cuban? No. Do

your favorite handful of writers — not their employers

Content Meets Product

blog Daring Fireball from his home

and network ads. Free of expenses like copy editors,

they have influence? Are they publishers of content?

— and follow them from site to site.

A closer look reveals some interesting changes The

office in Philadelphia. By himself.

design staffs or Midtown offices, they told Silicon

Absolutely. They become part of our outreach.”

Valley’s inside story, started breaking big news and
quickly caught on.

happily show up a few hours “late” to a story with the

“Our only promotion engine for This Is My Next

Verge is making in the way tech news is told, thanks

Instead of trying to suck readers
into the site and rattle them around, page

Gruber, a Web programmer initially

JOHN GRUBER

by page, like a pinball, Daring Fireball is

when we left was just us all tweeting. And it worked.

to an in-house emphasis on software. One cool

and now a storyteller, journalist and

to publishing companies. Differentiation isn’t just about

We were as surprised as anybody,” Topolsky says. He’s

development is the ability to tell a story in chunks.

Apple-geek figurehead, started the site as a hobby in

one big reason why other tech writers and publishers

And second, the increasing importance of software

designed to spray traffic outward. (That’s

good writing and fact-finding anymore: It’s increasingly

skeptical, though, as he should be, that most people are

Tech news is often reported bit by bit, as new details

2002 and made it a full-time job in 2006. “I’ve wanted

love it so much.) And unlike most writers, Gruber

site founded in 2005 by former attorney Mike Arrington

about the way stories are presented, designed and

anywhere near the point of closely following individual

are uncovered. But when a small bit of news breaks,

to write about this stuff as long as I can remember,” he

follows up. His “claim chowder” archives — revisiting

and operated for years out of his house in Silicon Valley.

distributed. And that requires a product-engineering

writers on Twitter. For most writers, it’s hard enough to

rewriting paragraphs worth of context for each new

says.

predictions, often those that portray Apple negatively,

(AOL bought TechCrunch in 2010 for more than

department as serious as the editorial department.

make their audience aware of what site they’re reading.

fact is a duplicative waste. So The Verge built “story

But it’s starting.

streams” that organize many individual updates

and 200,000 Twitter followers, he’s a healthy one-man

into a more cohesive narrative. The story stream on

media company — the shining example of how self-

The most famous, of course, is TechCrunch, the

$25 million.) Mashable also launched in 2005, the
creation of 19-year-old Scottish kid Pete Cashmore, now

The site that everyone wants to talk about now is
The Verge, a flashy technology news brand launched

“At Engadget, our percentage of commenters was

Through his website, 400,000 RSS subscribers

and end up being hideously wrong — are brilliant.
“The best part is that I don’t have to ask permission
for anything,” Gruber says. “I’m a full-time writer, and I

Mike Arrington launches
TechCrunch. First article describes
new features from Technorati, the
blog search engine.

IDG and Ziff Davis
decide to merge
Macworld and MacUser
magazines into one.
Apple stock is worth
$5 a share, which is
less than 1 percent of
its current value (splitadjusted).
AUGUST
1997

MAY 11
1998

John Gruber quits his day
job to write his blog Daring
Fireball full time.
Alanis Morissette appears
(almost) topless on the cover
of Yahoo! Internet Life.

AUGUST
2000

ZDTV, predecessor to
TechTV and G4TV, launches.
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KARA SWISHER & WALT MOSSBERG
Google buys Blogger, an
early blogging platform
founded by Evan Williams, who
would later become co-founder
of Twitter.
FEBRUARY
2003

MAY
2003

First release
of WordPress.

Om Malik
leaves Business
2.0 to focus on
his GigaOM
blog full time.

Gawker Media launches
Valleywag, a Silicon
Valley gossip blog.
MARCH
2004

JUNE 11
2005

Former Gizmodo co-founder Peter Rojas
launches Engadget in partnership with
Jason Calacanis. AOL later acquires parent
company Weblogs Inc. in 2005.

JANUARY
2006

APRIL
2006

JUNE
2006

Kevin Rose’s infamous
BusinessWeek cover
is published.
AUGUST
2006

All Things Digital is launched by
Walt Mossberg and Kara Swisher
through Dow Jones.

OCTOBER
2006

Michael Arrington scoops the world,
reporting an “unsubstantiated rumor”
that Google had acquired YouTube.

APRIL
2007

JULY
2007

TechCrunch sues former
CrunchPad partner Fusion
Garage a month before
Apple unveils the iPad.

CBS acquires
CNET for
$1.8 billion.
MAY 15
2008

Former Wall Street analyst
Henry Blodget launches Silicon
Alley Insider, which eventually
becomes Business Insider.

JULY
2008

DECEMBER
2009

Arnold Kim quits his day job as
a doctor to focus full time on
MacRumors and launch new sites.

APRIL
2010

The AP Stylebook
changes “Web site” to
“website,” making it a
generic word.
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have complete and utter freedom to write exactly what

figurehead founder.

I want to. I feel lucky every day that I get to sit at my

Mashable, for instance, still uses its studly,

desk and work.”

young founder, Cashmore, as its Twitter avatar and

Ten years later, Daring Fireball is still just one

name. Does that matter? It may eventually. The

guy — editorially, at least. (Gruber says he has a

fiasco at TechCrunch following founder

programmer and designer working “very part-time”

Arrington’s ouster (many key staff

SAY Media Acquires
ReadWriteWeb

valued differently or could even have trouble selling

Last December, ReadWriteWeb,
one of the most popular and
members have left, and there’s a sense
influential tech blogs in the world,
that its influence has faded) shows,
joined SAY Media to anchor our
perhaps, why TechCrunch wasn’t
growing Technology channel.
acquired for more money in the first
place. (Another name brand, Arianna
Founder and editor-in-chief
Huffington, is leading AOL’s attempted
Richard MacManus continues to
comeback these days.) At Business
lead ReadWriteWeb as part of
Insider, we tried hard to make sure the
our expanding editorial team. And
site wasn’t labeled “Henry Blodget’s tech
SplatF founder and editor-in-chief
RICHARD MACMANUS
blog.” And someone like Gruber might
Dan Frommer (the author of this
have an especially tough time if he ever
cover story) joined as ReadWriteWeb’s
wanted to sell Daring Fireball without signing a longeditor-at-large.
term employment agreement.
ReadWriteWeb has established
But that’s not a reason to avoid it.
itself as one of the leading sources for
“This is very much the future of media in general,
technology decision-makers and technot just tech media,” Gruber says. “I think tech media
minded consumers. As we searched for
is simply leading the way because it helps so much
a property that would further strengthen
to actually be at least somewhat technically savvy to
our technology channel, ReadWriteWeb
make it all work. It was easier for me, someone with
programming experience and a degree in computer
naturally rose to the top of the list.
science, to get a one-man-show website off the ground
MacManus and his team are extremely
than it would have been for someone with no technical
passionate about the content they create
experience at all. I’m not sure that’s true today,
and have worked hard to develop a deeply
though, with excellent easy-to-set-up, easy-to-design
engaged and informed community of tech
platforms like Tumblr.”
enthusiasts.
“To be clear, though, I don’t think the future is
This summer, we’ll be relaunching
necessarily about one-person operations,” Gruber
the site as simply ReadWrite — part of a
adds. “It’s about just-as-many-but-only-as-manycollaboration in which we’ll grow the site’s
people-as-you-need operations. Look at Josh Marshall’s
editorial scope and improve the reader
Talking Points Memo for an example of an operation
experience. We hope you’ll visit ReadWrite
with (I think) 20 or so employees but the same basic
— and we look forward to hearing what
ethos: run things tight, do good work, make sure
you think.
everyone is pulling their own weight and actually

themselves because of the relative importance of a

producing work.”

on a “few initiatives for new stuff.”) But the site’s
influence is still profound. When Gruber links to a
story or site, everyone in tech finds out about it — if
it doesn’t crash or “Fireball” the site he’s linking to.
Thanks to his following and reputation, Gruber is now
prebriefed by Apple alongside the big guys: The New
York Times, TechCrunch, USA Today, etc., and given
early access to gadgets to review.
And why not? Given the way the tech industry
is going, with inexpensive access to publishing tools,
ad networks and free, real-time syndication tools
like Twitter, the Daring Fireball model could well be
the future for many writers once they’ve established
themselves.
That’s not to say the personal-news-brand
business isn’t without its challenges — for the creator
and his or her business.
“There are few downsides, at least for me,
personally,” Gruber says. “One is that there’s a limit
to what I can produce, how much I can follow. There
are times when there are more things I want to write
about than I have time to actually do the writing.
That’s frustrating. But on the other hand, it forces me
to prioritize and write first about what I think is most
important or most interesting.
“I suppose the other obvious downside is that
I’m never off the clock. I don’t know what the longest
stretch is that I’ve gone without posting something
new to Daring Fireball, but I doubt it’s much longer
than 48 hours or so. When I take a vacation, it’s
always, to at least some degree, a working vacation.”
Many of today’s upstart news brands also may be

Amazing camera.
Authentic sound.

Shot on Nick’s HTC One while
free falling at 126 miles per hour

As recommended
by
Nick Jojola
Freefall fashion
photographer

Watch Nick’s personal
experience at htc.com

VS

AUGUST
2010

Wired iPad app launches to
unenthusiastic reviews.
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SARAH LACY

Jason Calacanis sues
Michael Arrington over
their TechCrunch50
conference breakup.

Wired declares,
“The Web Is Dead.”
MAY
2010

Engadget editor Joshua
Topolsky quits AOL. He
proceeds to raid his old
team to create The Verge.

SEPTEMBER 28
2010

NOVEMBER
2010

AOL buys TechCrunch
for a reported $25 million.

Dan Frommer is editor and founder of SplatF, a tech news site AND
SAY MEDIA PARTNER. In 2007, he helped launch Silicon Alley Insider,
which expanded to become Business Insider, and he is currently an
editor at large for ReadWriteWeb, a SAY media property.

Sarah Lacy, former TechCrunch
and BusinessWeek writer and
editor, launches PandoDaily.
MARCH
2011

SEPTEMBER
2011

DECEMBER
2011

Michael Arrington is booted
from TechCrunch and leads a
new venture fund called the
CrunchFund.

JANUARY
2012

MARCH
2012

Rumors circulate at SXSW
that CNN is buying Mashable
for more than $200 million.

Capture HD video and photos at the same time
With HTC Sense

THINGS
I LOVE
STYLE
J.Crew Minnie Pants
These cropped pants from J.Crew are
flattering and extremely comfortable. I own a
pair in every color and practically live in them.
Now I’m just waiting for them to release pairs
in orange, mint green and hot pink! Dear
J.Crew, are you listening? (J.Crew, $89.50)

SOURCEBOOK FOR CULTIVATED LIVING
Gingher Embroidery Shears
Never underestimate the value of a
good pair of shears. Gingher makes
some of the sharpest and longest-lasting
shears on the market. I use them in almost
every DIY project I do. I also like how this
particular pair is small enough to travel with
and has a latch that keeps the scissors closed
while not in use. (Amazon, $35)

Erdem Navy Lace Dress
Is there anything more stunning than delicate
navy lace? Erdem Moralioglu is one of my favorite
designers at the moment. The British-Turkish
designer’s clothing epitomizes femininity, romance
and grace. I dream of owning such an exquisite
dress one day. (Barneys, $2,850)

Kerry Cassill Bedding
I’ve been a fan of Kerry Cassill’s Indian
block print bedding for years. A good night’s
sleep is everything, and thanks to my
favorite bedding, I don’t lose sleep counting
sheep! (Kerry Cassill, prices vary)

en&is iPhone Megaphone
This acoustic, ceramic megaphone is the
brainchild of the Italian design duo en&is. It’s
incredibly unique in its function and design. I
need it so desperately that I’m willing to put
myself on a three-month shopping ban just
to have one. (en&is, $524)

Erica Chan Coffman Honestly ... WTF
I have a huge appreciation for all things handcrafted and well-made. I’m also a sucker
for the back story — the more I know about an artist or designer, the more attached I
become. If you’re going to spend a decent amount of money on something, it should
last for many years, physically or emotionally — or both! When I love something enough,
I’ll treasure and favor it for a long time. I’m also known for aggressively convincing my
friends to buy it too — the enjoyment should be shared, am I right? So this is a list of my
five favorite things, plus two that are currently at the top of my wish list.

JUST BLOOMED
FROM REMODELISTA
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SAY MEDIA CASE STUDY

Mr. Combs
Plays to
Sports Fans
How do you reach millions of consumers during
the Big Game? Be cool, and be smooth.

Sean “Diddy” Combs is an entertainer, music mogul, style
icon, all-around impresario and … world-champion curler?
During this year’s Super Bowl, CÎROC Vodka, in partnership
with CÎROC’s in-house agency Blue Flame and SAY Media,
premiered four 15-second “CÎROC Bowl” video ads featuring
Combs engaging in novel, if not totally uncharacteristic,
activities like salsa dancing, bull fighting and, everyone’s
favorite winter sport, curling. The videos, complete with
integrated interactive capabilities, ran across social and
mobile platforms on SAY Media’s network.
The first salsa-dancing video was cleverly timed to
release following the first touchdown by New York Giants’
wide receiver Victor Cruz, known for doing his own
salsa dancing moves each time he scores a touchdown.
At this point, rich media banners simultaneously went
live on sports-related sites across SAY Media’s network.
These banners led users to a full-page ad experience that
showcased all four of Mr. Combs’ videos. Users were given
the option to vote or comment on their favorite video, tweet
to Mr. Combs or share the videos on Facebook and Twitter
— all without ever leaving the ad unit.
According to Aubrey Flynn, brand content director at
Blue Flame, the goal of the campaign was to convert the
passive TV audience to a more engaged online audience and
to introduce CÎROC’s tagline, “Perfectly Smooth,” in a new
and entertaining way. Mission accomplished.

THE “CIROC BOWL” GENERATED

25.5

AVERAGE SECONDS
SPENT WITH THE AD

11%
MOBILE-CLICKSTO-WEBSITE RATE
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PERSPECTIVES

The Origins of
Epic UX Design
“As an industry, we
can get enamored
with our own
cleverness and
technical prowess,
but if we are honest
with ourselves, no
consumer wants
that microsite.”

(suddenly everything is mobile)

In an industry that’s less than 20 years old, Jon Lax

What excites you right now in digital

is already a giant. He’s been working in digital media

advertising and marketing and why? Not much.

since 1994, when he started Shift magazine and helped

I’ve become increasingly disinterested in digital

develop the first ad-supported site in Canada. Today

advertising. I think we’re in a really dark period

he’s one of the co-founders of Teehan+Lax, a respected

where we’re jamming messages at people that they

boutique ad agency and user experience design firm

don’t want and don’t care about. I agree with Made

in Toronto that guides clients’ digital marketing and

By Many’s presentation where they refer to digital

experience efforts.

landfill. As an industry, we can get enamored with

Aside from creating great digital experiences for

our own cleverness and technical prowess, but if we

clients such as Virgin Mobile, Bell, AIR MILES and The

are honest with ourselves, no consumer wants that

Corcoran Group, Teehan+Lax builds software such

microsite.

as Image Spark, an image bookmarking service that

I think we need to remember that users in the

lets users save images from anywhere on the Web and

digital channel are active and that the active consumer

organize them in “moodboards” (think Pinterest for

is different from a passive TV viewer. Publishers need

designers). Teehan+Lax also created TweetMag, an app

to work closer with advertisers and agencies to create

that collects Twitter usernames, hashtags and lists to

ad product that is more integrated into the editorial

curate a feed of articles and create simple magazines.

and provides real value to users.

We’ve long admired Jon’s work and checked in
with him to see what he’s excited about when it comes

What do you consider required reading for

to user experience (UX) design today, the coolest

anyone interested in user experience design?

things to come out of his own lab and the key to a

Some sites that I really like include UX Magazine,

creative office.

Smashing Magazine, .net, User Interface Engineering.
Most books are obsolete by the time they get printed,

What does UX design mean to you? We define

but two I suggest are Steve Krug’s Don’t Make Me

user experience as how users perceive their interactions

Think and Luke Wroblewski’s Mobile First.

with a company, brand, service or software. These
perceptions are formed through a variety of factors

You have a dedicated lab within Teehan+Lax

including visual design, messaging design, technology,

devoted to exploring the creative uses of

information design and functionality. The better you

technology. What are the most important

are able to meet user needs, the better the perceived

things you’ve learned? That you need to embrace

interaction and the better the UX.

failure. We always want things we do to be successful,
but the lab has taught us how to fail. We learn so

What are some of your favorite examples of epic

much through our failures in the lab. They’ll work on

UX design? Not sure about epic, but I really like the

something that will go nowhere, but the vantage point

experience of Fitbit — both the user experience and

we gain from that process lets us see new possibilities.

customer experience of the physical product. I’ve used

When I speak to agencies that are starting lab groups,

a variety of fitness monitoring products, and Fitbit is

they want these groups to prove tangible value

one of the best designed end to end. The onboarding

immediately. That’s not a lab, that’s a business.

experience is really good, and it just worked into my life
and fitness regime so effortlessly. For editorial design, I

What are some of the coolest things that have

really love what The Verge is doing right now.

come out of your lab? Well, publicly Touch Vision
Interface has been very popular and generated a lot of

What are some of the key ingredients in great

interest, but the guys are working on an experiment

UX design right now? We talk a lot about the

right now that uses sound as means to control a user

multiscreen universe that consumers exist in today.

interface, and I’m pretty excited about it.

We move seamlessly from our desktop or laptop to

AMAZING AD
EXPERIENCES ANYWHERE

our mobile devices to our televisions (which are

You and your partners have thought a lot

increasingly connected) to the physical world. As we

about how to make your workspace more

move between these devices and spaces, we expect

creative. What is something any office can

the user experience to come along. For example, we’ve

do to create a more creative workspace?

come to expect that when we read an email on our

Whiteboards or some writable surface. You can write

mobile device, it will appear as read on our desktop

on almost any surface in our office. We constantly

computer. So a key ingredient is creating holistic digital

have discussions and start sketching or making notes

experiences that take this into account. It is no longer

wherever the discussion is occurring. But what makes

acceptable to just create a website and then a mobile

a creative workspace is the people and the work. I see

app and think that you’ve done your job. You need to

companies buy foam ball pits and “brainstorm rooms.”

look at the whole medium and plan it accordingly.

These are useless; creativity is part of culture.
FOLLOW JON ON TWITTER @jlax
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NOTES FROM THE MEDIA LAB

7 THINGS
WE’VE
LEARNED

Design matters
(now more
than ever).

Be data driven, and then
ignore the data (sometimes).

This is it: the golden moment when digital
media can really come into its own. At the
SAY Media Lab, we’ve outlined a few key
thoughts that will make this happen.

Select a few key metrics that will define whether or not
an experience is a success, and measure, measure,
measure. Build iteration as part of your spec. You won’t
get everything right the first time around. Believe in
your instinc ts — change can impac t numbers negatively
at first only to work out in the long run.

Web typography
no longer sucks.

Start planning for next
year’s resolutions.

The rapid adoption of new standards and
technologies, as well as the launch of
services such as Typekit (or even Google’s
free alternative Web Fonts), has essentially
fixed the Web’s typography problem and is
ushering in a renaissance of editorial design.

The new iPad and iPhone 4 are only the
first wave of devices that will redefine our
expectations of what a screen should look
like, and what it can show. New resolutions
that match or even surpass print mean a
vastly improved reading experience if your
media can keep up.

App or website?
Easy decision

We have a simple rule: If it
can be done on the Web,
build it for the Web; if it can’t,
build an app.

We’ve become lazy. The bar was set low, and few
have ever tried to raise it. Worst of all, success has
rarely been linked to great design. Yet readers are
clamoring for beautiful editorial experiences. We’re
starting to see editorial design crawl its way into
digital publishing — let’s celebrate it.
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No, this does not mean put even
more social sharing buttons
everywhere. Instead, consider
social interactions that are subtle
and ambient. Use Pinterest to
share images, use Facebook or
Twitter for paragraphs.
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There is no mobile web
The separation of desktop and mobile
devices is quickly becoming moot. We
use our phones to browse the Web from
the couch, and we work from our laptops
while sitting in the park. There’s only
one Web. Your publication needs to exist
everywhere the Web goes.
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THINGS WE LIKE
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Ugly still rules.

While design is slowly
creeping into the
Web’s consciousness,
many of the most
popular sites such as
HuffPo look, well, aw
ful.

Browsers are still ho
rrible
for development.

Everything from fonts
to colors render with
some variation. Also,
we now have different
devices to worry about.

Social buttons are be
more important than coming
content.
Publishers are

too focused on buzz.
Hint: When you have
more Share
buttons than words in
your post,
it’s time to rethink thin
gs.

ALEX SCHLEIFER IS THE GENERAL MANAGER
OF THE MEDIA LAB AT SAY MEDIA.
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PERSPECTIVE

AUSTRALIA

Building
Audiences
Down Under

Independent Australian publishers come into their own.
Australia has been slower than the U.S. or U.K. to develop a mature and commercial independent
digital publishing market — but this is changing. Now in the land of surf and sunshine, a small
band of highly influential Australian bloggers is emerging and attracting loyal and often large
Aussie audiences. Here are some of our current favorites.
Alex Wain, So Bad So Good
With his blue eyes, dark hair, goatee and nose ring, Alex Wain looks less like the stereotypical
bronzed Aussie and more like a vaudevillian theatre maestro. But in modern times, Wain, with

The
Quantified
Self: You
Are the
Media

his partner, Daniel Reyes, presides over So Bad So Good (sobadsogood.com), a blog launched last
July that already attracts more than 100,000 visitors per month. As word spreads that this site pulls
together the best and worst of the Web — its specialty is uncovering new digital curios of videos,
photos, art and design — these numbers show no sign of abating.
Renai LeMay, Delimiter
Once on the tech desk of Australia’s top financial paper, The Australian Financial Review, Renai
LeMay and his blog Delimiter (deliminter.com.au) deliver a daily roundup of Australian IT sector
news. LeMay’s deep knowledge, passion and strict no-bs approach has earned him a large following
Photo by Nick Veasey

among the country’s tech heavyweights — and even a mention in the Australian Senate. The hard
work (LeMay’s daily newsletter comes out even on Christmas) is paying off. Delimiter has built an
audience of 130,000 unique readers a month, generating about 250,000 page impressions.
Emiko Davies, Emiko Davies
In a crowded field of food blogs, Melbourne-based Emiko Davies (emikodavies.com) has the right
ingredients to hit the sweet spot with followers — a deep passion for food, rich authentic writing

“Data is the new media. It’s what
we’re going to be swimming in.
It’s what the economy is built
on.” — Kevin Kelly, Wired

Ginger.io uses the accelerometer in iPhones to

information private, these companies will sell highly

and quality photography on an uncluttered site. Celebrating centuries-old Italian food, mainly from

track movement and extrapolate mental wellness

targeted advertising based on some very new metrics.

Tuscany but also Melbourne and beyond, the richness of her blog has earned her a place in Amanda

in depressed individuals. Make a quick leap over

Saucony and Adidas will pay top dollar to advertise

Hesser’s top 100 Food voices for SAY 100.

to the Quantified Self blog to explore self-tracking

their $150 running shoes to those who run more than

projects that range from plausible (sleep’s effect on

five miles a day. Weight Watchers and Jenny Craig

Romy Frydman, Style Me Romy

one’s happiness) to downright strange (butter intake

will go after consumers who are more than 20 percent

Romy Frydman of Style Me Romy (stylemeromy.com) is one of Australia’s most successful fashion

Silicon Valley startup Fitbit recently launched its

improving cognition or standing on one leg improving

overweight. Big pharma will pay big money to get in

bloggers. After working as a senior fashion stylist with Vogue, Elle and Marie Claire for 10 years,

new Aria Wi-Fi Smart Scale. As you step out of the

sleep). More and more measurement devices are

front of people with high blood pressure. As these

Frydman turned to blogging to find her own voice. Today she collaborates with brands including

shower each morning and onto your scale, your

cheaply available along with powerful software to

devices and software apps are increasingly able to

Tiffany & Co, Hermes, Prada, Witchery and Myer. Frydman credits her audience for much of her

weight, percentage of body fat and body mass index

analyze the data.

algorithmically analyze almost all activities and many

success. “I adore my readers. I used to think most of my readers were people in the industry like me,

health conditions, the advertising possibilities will be

but they’re not. They’re architects, lawyers and professional women who are interested in fashion

endless.

and have the money to follow fashion but use me to keep in touch.”

The power is in the feedback loop and the ability

(BMI) are instantly transmitted to your Fitbit account.
From there, you can monitor your weight over time,

to correlate between different measurements. Many

track your caloric intake, and see correlations between

devices and tools are allowing people to see the effect

weight change and activities. You can even share the

of their behavior in near real time. Getting a once-a-

founder of Moodscope, and confirmed by others over

Lucy Feagins, The Design Files

data with your doctor or blast it out to your social

year-if-you’re-lucky physical with a doctor, however,

and over again: if you are trying to break a habit or

Lucy Feagins’ widely followed blog The Design Files (thedesignfiles.net) might be a sun-kissed

networks. Seem weird? It’s not. It is part of a new

places the feedback signals too far apart. Suggestions

change your life for the better through quantified-

relative of Remodelista or Design*Sponge. Launched in January 2008, Feagins’ words on housewares,

revolution called the “quantified self.”

from the doctor are too easy to forget or ignore.

self techniques, socializing (aka publishing) your

furnishings and interiors have become a staple reference of interior designers and home renovators.

To break a bad habit or start a good one, constant

data improves efficacy. Web users are becoming

By late last year, she had amassed a readership of more than 7,000 ardent subscribers and 100,000

before it, the consumer side of health technology is

and immediate feedback is the way to go. It’s also

increasingly open with their personal information,

unique visitors each month and had been named in London’s The Times as one of the world’s top 50

experiencing an explosion of innovation. Startups

important to notice how different activities are related.

which is likely to fuel a trend of sharing health and

design bloggers.

and savvy individuals are building cheap, easy-to-

Imagine seeing an alert appear on your smartphone

wellness stats on Facebook, Twitter and Google+.

use devices to track a range of body metrics. Heart

telling you that your blood sugar levels are nearing a

Friends and followers will confess their diseases,

Jo North, Green Beings

rate and blood pressure monitors, pedometers,

level that typically causes you to sleep poorly. Would

illnesses and defects and brag about their weight,

Sydney-based environmentalist and mother Jo North launched Green Beings (greenbeings.com.au)

sleep managers, pulse-oximeters and BMI scales

you skip that next Coke?

cholesterol levels and happiness score. You’ll be able

as a way of helping individuals make greener choices in their lives. “Climate change is the most

Like finance, media, music, movies and maps

There’s one last twist reported by Jon Cousins,

Millions will soon be tracking their health and

to follow, like and comment — and when you do,

significant issue of our time, and it is one that will have severe implications for our children and

Even mainstream brands such as Nike, Motorola and

well-being online, which inevitably will lead to free

you’ll be helping your friends by bearing witness

future generations,” North says. “Creating Green Beings, I wanted to provide a pathway through often

Jawbone have products already in the market.

services supported by advertisers. Given the size

and providing support in their quest to improve

conflicting advice about climate change and a platform for genuine eco-products and eco-innovations

of the health, fitness and well-being markets, these

themselves. And thus, personal health information

that can help us all to do our bit.” Recently ramping up the site after a motherhood sojourn, North’s

services will do well. Keeping personally identifiable

becomes the next new media.

community includes 20,000 unique visitors per month, 90 percent of whom are based in Australia.

are among the most straightforward and common.

Others are developing methods to track attributes
such as happiness and mood. A company called

John Vars is director of product management at SAY Media.
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RICH CUSTOM CONTENT

Engaging
Food Lovers
How Campbell Canada and SAY Media used
interactive digital ads to drive deep engagement.

It’s not an overstatement to say that Campbell’s is
one of the most iconic and respected food brands in its
industry. The Campbell’s logo inspired Andy Warhol,
and its soups are a mainstay in kitchens across North

A large, highly customized and engaging ad unit delivered 100% share of
voice and appeared across the SAY Media network of sites for food lovers.

America and the world. So when SAY Media was
asked to deliver a unique interactive ad experience for
the company, we worked with Campbell Canada to
create a beautiful, streamlined ad unit that showcases
creative ways to incorporate its soups and broths into
everyday recipes.
The goal of the “Cook With Campbell’s” campaign
was to show that making a delicious meal can be
easy, offering quick and easy recipes in an interactive
setting, without overwhelming the page. The ad
unit expands to a full-screen catalog, including a
meal planner, recipe video library, dinners under 30
minutes, new recipes, classic favorites and dinners
under $15. Each section includes a recipe collection,
with directions and images, as well as videos
embedded directly in the ad.

Rich ad experiences delivered deep engagement. Consumers were able
to interact with the ad by choosing ingredients and cooking method.

The ad unit then delivered a custom recipe that users could share across
social channels to extend the reach of the campaign.
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PASSIONATE CREATORS.
REAL COMMUNITIES.
ENGAGED AUDIENCES.
Our channel portfolio is rooted in inspired voices that create quality content
and engaged communities. This curated collection of properties offers unique
integration opportunities for brands. Learn more at saymedia.com.

`

CONTENT CHANNELS
PROPERTIES
Exclusive ad positions and
integration opportunities

NETWORK
Scaled engagement
advertising across quality
contextual environments

xoJane
Cupcakes and Cashmere
Red Carpet Fashion Awards
Honestly...WTF
A Cup of Jo
Olivia Palermo
I Spy DIY
Bag Snob
Fashism

ReadWriteWeb
Techdirt
SplatF
Gear Patrol
Android and Me
gdgt
Android Static
Techli
Zatz Not Funny!

Remodelista
The Brick House
A Practical Wedding
Wayfare
FATHOM
Urban Gardens
The Crafting Chicks
Dogster
Catster

Serious Eats
Food52
The Amateur Gourmet
The Kitchn
Smitten Kitchen
HomeFries
The Shiksa in the Kitchen
Summer Tomato
foodiecrush

HelloGiggles
Models.com
Guest of a Guest
Stripes and Sequins
StyleBlazer

GottaBeMobile
Gizmag
Droid Life
PhoneDog
Kiplinger

MoCo Loco
Design Milk
Curbly
IKEA Hackers
Craftbits.com

Simply Recipes
Steamy Kitchen
Food Republic
Big Girls Small Kitchen
BeerAdvocate

24M STYLE WATCHERS

52M DIGITAL INFLUENCERS

87M ARTFUL DWELLERS

10M FOOD LOVERS

And many more...

NETWORK REACH

And many more...

And many more...

And many more...

`
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This is a derivate of a photo by Stefan Koo. Poster by Shepard Fairey.
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